5/6 Newsletter
Central Idea:
Energy is transferable and changeable

Lines of Inquiry:
Forms of energy
and the sources
The
transformation
of energy
The uses and
conservation of
energy
Electricity and
circuits
Learner Profile
Attributes:
Inquirers
Risk Takers
Communicators

Literacy:
In Reading and Viewing, students will learn how to use
comprehension strategies to interpret and analyse information
from a variety of sources. They will explore how analytical
images contribute to our understanding of the text and how
authors often innovate with text structure to achieve a particular
purpose.
In Writing, we are learning to write about concepts relating to
energy through explanation texts. Students will explore the
structure of explanation texts and the language features used.
They are then focusing on writing informative and procedural
texts where they will investigate how complex sentences can be
used in a variety of ways to elaborate, extend and explain ideas.
In Speaking and Listening, students are communicating their
ideas that they form through the course of their inquiries. They
will express their findings clearly, using appropriate volume, tone
and pitch to emphasise what they are saying.

Key Concepts:
Form
Change
Function

Numeracy:
In Number and Place Value, we are investigating money and
financial mathmatics by developing budgets and calculating
percentage discounts. We are applying our knowledge of the
fractions and decimals to describe, continue and create
patterns and describe rules to create a sequence.

Related Concepts:
Science
Forces
Energy

In Measurement and Geometry, we are exploring the concepts of
angles and geometric reasoning including using protractors to
measure and create angles. We are also exploring time by
comparing 12 and 24 hour time systems, using timetables and
investigating the concept of elapsed time.

Approaches to
Learning:
Communication
skills

Inquiry:
In Inquiry, we explored how energy is transferable and
changeable. We are investigating different forms of energy, how
electricity flows in circuits and how energy can be transformed
from one form to another. We will also be using fun and
engaging forms of technology to explore these concepts!

